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This should never be the case, especially for a Christian, but most of us fall into the malaise of modernity that undermines the glamour of the fame-rich world around us. We succumb to the constant bombardment of media, entertainment and fragmented attention, which reduces our ability to perceive the holistic miracle of creation. Mike
Cosper's book Restoring a Miracle: A Transcendental Belief in a Disappointed World shows us firmly in the right direction to correct what is the sting of a dominant culture. SummaryThe book is divided into seven chapters with a separate introduction and epilogue. Each chapter consists of a prose explanation of what a problem is with the
paired pathway, which provides practical steps to dispel the damage caused by our loss of surprise. Cosper identifies seven problems: (1) disappointment; (2) religiosity; (3) excessive self-awareness; (4) Employment; (5) an unreasonable sense of scarcity; (6) Lack of community; (7) unregulated lifestyle. Ways offer solutions: (1) re-charm;
(2) Grace; (3) Seeing Scripture alive; (4) withdrawal from God; (5) practising abundance; (6) Celebrations; (7) Creating the rule of life. The bare lists in paragraph above are little to convey the usefulness of Cosper's book. It really gets to waste the disease that is modernity and its wayward children. His proposed solutions are not new or
New Age solutions, but delves into the church's historical practices to find solutions that were and intended to make us more human. The Cosper program as a whole will apply to ConclusionFew, if any. However, even if the reader selects one or two selected practices, the benefit is likely to be significant. Re-charm has the potential to
bring joy back to life because the trees are beautiful and the sky is alive. Understanding grace renews a sense of hope and raises the weight of guilt. Experiencing the liveliness of Scripture blesses the reader who encounters a living God. All this is very useful. One of the most intriguing practical proposals in the volume is the celebration.
Not potluck, as most Baptists experienced in full, but a massive meal with a few distractions, abundant food, and a focused emphasis on the kindness of the One who gave it all. Perhaps the most powerful idea in Cosper's arsenal is to create a clear model of life that intends to instill piety and communion with God. Here Cosper frees up
medieval monastic practices of their obedient obligation and supersedes it with the original purpose of a formal structure that was to shape the character of the monks. The rule of life does not earn salvation; it is even more consecrating. Recapture Miracle is a book that requires reading several times. The first pass is perhaps to diagnose
and get the feeling of the whole. Second, deeper study, should determine which practice will be the most and can be best applied in your situation. It may be helpful to digest the book slowly with a spouse or with a group of friends with the intention of implementing the practice gradually, which can restore a sense of humanity. It's a great
book. It can be quickly read and fired, but it has the potential for enduring value. It is a kind of book that provides only a kind of remedy for our tortured society needs. When we are young, it is easy to believe in the supernatural, the mysterious, the enchanted. But as we get older, we learn to be more rational and more confident that reality
is just what we can see. Even as Christians who believe in resurrection, we live as if miracles and magic have been drained from the world. When Mike Cosper struggled with his disappointment, he found writers, thinkers and artists such as Hannah Arendt, Charles Taylor, James C. A. Smith and David Foster Wallace, whose words and
ideas assured him that he was not alone. And he discovered the ancient and modern disciplines that shape the Christian way of life and awaken the opportunity to live again in an enchanted world. Exquisitely written with thoughtful practices woven throughout, this book will feed your soul and help you bring back the miracle of your
Christian walk. Approval is a wonderful cliche these days, which means just really good. This book, however, brings back what it means to be miracle-full. Mike Cosper, one of the most poignant Christian gospel culture analysts alive today, shows us in this book why our world has become so frustrated and charts us back to the joy of
reverence. This is an impressive and amazingly complete book, in the correct meaning of both of these words. (Russell Moore, President, Commission on Ethics and Religious Freedom Convention of Southern Baptist)Recovery Miracle pulls you from the first story of a tomcat catching a raccoon and keeps you reading until the last
challenge to live a good life. You will love it. Mike Cosper has a way of expressing what we all feel and experience, and it makes sense of it all. He knows our deepest questions and innermost aspirations and creatively points jesus to all the answers. (Kyle Idleman, author of No Fan and Grace Anymore)Win a Miracle is a charming wake-
up call, urging us to return to ourselves and back to God. It is conversational and direct, full of heart and authenticity. Through simple spiritual practices recently applied, Cosper invites us to practice the integration of grace against the rupture of this modern life. (Sandra McCracken, singer-songwriter) Mike Cosper is the founder of Harbor
Media, where he produces podcasts for Christians in the post-Christian world. Prior to that, he served as executive pastor of worship and art at Sojourn Church in Louisville, Kentucky. He is the author of The Story We Tell: How and movies Long Long and the Echo of Truth and Rhythms of Grace: How the Worship of the Church tells the
story of the gospel. He lives in Louisville, Kentucky, with his wife Sarah and two daughters. Cosper, Mike. Recapture Miracle: Transcendental Faith in a Divided World. Intervarence Press, 2017. Have you ever felt as if you were living in a world where the belief in what is contained in the Word of God seems outlandish? Where to live it
with any consistency or reverence seems impossible? Maybe so. Here's the problem: Christians and non-Christians are frustrated because we are all immersed in a world that presents a material understanding of reality as believable and adult thinking (p. 10). These are the words of author Mike Cosper, and they come from his new book,
Remembering a Miracle: A Transcendental Faith in a Disappointed World. Recapturing Miracle is a journey through the struggle to bring back the successive thrill of a moment of history when all begs us to accept only the natural. Much has been written about the problem of secularism as it relates to our capacity for surprise, and Cosper
relies on this body of work, citing thinkers who range from David Foster Wallace to James C.A. Smith. While Cosper is able to rely on these scientists, he also gives us what many of his contemporaries lack: prescriptive analysis of the situation. That is, it does not just describe what went wrong and how we got here; he prescribes solutions
that are very personal and at the same time are rooted in Scripture and the practices of the ancient Church. In the Paths sections that follow each chapter, he encourages readers to try spiritual disciplines and explains how these disciplines can be worked out into the rhythms of our lives. Various spiritual disciplines are taught in the Bible
and were commonplace among the early Church, and yet we hear very little about most of them today, having lost them at our skeptical age. The author argues that restoring such practices can actually open up a new way of being with which we can teach ourselves to see the world in a different light and bring the reality of our faith to
expose even the most prosaic aspects of our daily lives. What disciplines does the author take in this book? There are a few but two that stood out for me were fasting and feasting. According to Cosper, Post and feast, in the usual rhythms, call us to the sadness of a world that awaits redemption and the test of redemption that we see
now in Jesus Christ (p. 107). Such disciplines may not be empty rituals, but a means of communicating more deeply with our Lord and with each other. The pastor I once knew closed every Sunday morning service with the same proclamation: Remember, we live in a world where the resurrection took place. These words are always
around in my head from one week to the next. It was a call to an enchanted world, where such as the resurrection of the only Son of God is not just possible: it is real at every moment. In this world we can admire what God has created and what He is doing around us. Remembering the Miracle, Mike Cosper warmly invites us - in a
practical, beautiful and biblical way - to life that is fully oriented to the story of God's Word. I highly recommend this book because it is accessible and practical. It could also prove to be a great entry point for those who want to dig into more philosophical texts on the subject, such as the James C.A. Smith cultural liturgy series. Andrew
Whiteock is a freelance writer and contributor to TGC Canada. He holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from Cornerstone University in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Andrew and his wife Emily live in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island and attend Cornerstone Baptist Church in Stratford, PEI. www.andrewwhytock.com My guest Mike Cosper. He
is the author of Rhythms of Grace and Stories That We Tell (both published by Crossway Books), co-author of Faithmapping. His newest book Is The Restoration of a Miracle: A Transcendental Belief in a Disappointed World. He is the host of Cultivated: A Podcast about Faith and Work, and develops the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea, a
podcast about faith and culture. Prior to the launch of Harbor Media, Mike served as one of the founding pastors of Sojourn Church in Louisville, Kentucky, and founded Sojourn Music, a group of musicians who write songs for the church. He lives in Louisville, Kentucky, with his wife Sarah and their daughters Dorothy and Maggie. Special
guest: Mike Cosper. Cosper. recapturing the wonder mike cosper pdf
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